20 YEARS PROTECTING MILLIONS OF KIDS

OUR EXCLUSIVE TRIPLE-FAIL-SAFE SAFETY ENCLOSURE

Simply put, there’s no safer trampoline system available anywhere. Period. Our patented Triple-Fail-Safe safety enclosure
keeps millions of kids around the world safe every day—and has for over 20 years. Our motto is Safety First, and we
believe family fun should come without risk. Our comprehensive safety system keeps kids secure with:

1 100% Secure Overlapping Doorway

No zipper! Unlike other safety nets, our doorway offers 360° of
protection and is never left unopened or unzipped.

2 High-Impact Netting

Our wide aperture netting gives jumpers something to grab onto
and hold themselves up, especially when taking a break. It also
creates a clear line of vision for parents, while blending nicely into
the backyard. The thick, braided strands offer unmatched impact
strength and UV protection.

3 Ultra Durable Backup Systems

While kids jump, our comprehensive safety enclosure system
evenly distributes the impact throughout the trampoline system,
ensuring jumpers are securely and safely guided back to the
jumping surface. The high-strength top support straps—tested to
3,500 pounds—connect the net over ball-end-caps at each pole
and are securely folded over and stitched for optimal durability.
Securely attached to the pads and frame, the net attaches inside
of foam-cushioned steel poles, creating a system that distributes
impact forces evenly and increases durability of each component.

AN OPTIMAL BLEND OF SAFETY & QUALITY
JumpSport Elite is the highest quality, lowest price trampoline with
enclosure for 7-10 years of safe use on the market. Designed with
some of the advanced features of our AlleyOOP models and the
cost-saving elements of our Classic models, it's a safe and secure
place for the whole family to get ﬁt.
• Sizes: 10', 12', and 14'
• Internal mounted, easy-up Triple-Fail-Safe Safety Enclosure
• High performance 8.5" Pro-Stretch Springs
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• 1" high-density foam frame pad w/ reinforced PVC, dark blue
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• StagedBounce Technology
• PowerBounce option

INVENTORS OF THE TRAMPOLINE SAFETY NET

• 15 year frame warranty
• Single-user weight rating: 210–260 lb
• Real world testing to a combined weight of over 800 lb
• Improved quality and durability for the most active jumpers

Over 20 years ago JumpSport CEO and founder, Mark Publicover, invented the
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

backyard trampoline safety enclosure that protects millions of kids. JumpSport
continues to lead and revolutionize the trampoline industry. As a family owned
company in the USA, your satisfaction and love for your trampoline is our goal.
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